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1. Many topological properties are characterized by the existence of a 
base for the topology of a space having some special property. For example, 
a met&able space is completely metrizable if and only if there is a base 
a for the space such that if 0 C g is a centered collection (= has the finite 
intersection property) then n (6: C E U} # $3. 
A natural question which arises frequently in the study of such special 
properties is : 
Suppose we know that X has one base having a property P and 
that 4Y is some other base for X. Must there be a subcollection 
ii?’ of a which is a base for X and which has property P ? 
This question is especially important when P is one of the “completeness 
properties” considered in [l]. For the reader’s convenience, we reproduce 
here the detiitions of the three “Amsterdam properties” originally studied 
by de Groot and his students. A space X is bme-compact (regularly co- 
compact) [subcompact] if there is a base a for X such that n (0 : C E %} # 0 
whenever V C 9# is centered (whenever (8: C E U} is centered) [whenever, 
given Cl, CZ E V, there is a C’S E V having 0# & C 4 n CZ]. The objective 
of this note is to show by means of an example that the question posed 
above has a negative answer if one considers base-compactness or co- 
compactness (Section 2), even in the class of Moore spaces. For sub- 
compactness, the question is still open. However certain positive results 
concerning subcompactness and countable tech-completeness are available 
(Section 3). 
2. Here we present an example of a Moore space (i.e. a regular and 
developable topological space) X which is base-compact and which hrts 
a base $9 for the open sets such that X is not base-compact with respect 
to any subcollection V’ of V. The example is constructed using a modi- 
fication of a technique introduced by G. M. Reed [2]. 
EXAMPLE. The points of the space X are the points (2, y) in the plane 
with y=O or y=l/n, n=l, 2, . . . . The topology of X is defined by means 
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of the base 99 for the open sets which consists of the singletons {(x, l/n)}, 
XER, n=1,2, . . . and the neighbourhoods B(x, m) for the points (x, 0), 
XER, m=l,2, . . . . where (y, l/n) E B(x, m) if and only if n>m and 
xsi y<x+ l/m. 
The base ‘Z for the open subsets of X consists of the singletons (x, l/n), 
XER, n=1,2, . . . and the neighbourhoods C(x, m) of the points (x, 0), 
x E R, m=l, 2, . . . . where (y, l/n) E C(x, m) if and only if n>m and 
x< y<x+ l/mn. 
It is easily seen that g and %? are equivalent bases for X. Clearly, 
the members of both g and V are also closed. Because in the topology 
which is inherited by X from the Euclidean topology of the plane the 
members of a are compact, it follows that X is base-compact with respect 
to 99. We shall show that X is not base-compact with respect to any 
subcollection S” of V which is a base. Let C, = {x E RIC(x, n) E %‘I. In 
view of the Baire Category Theorem there exists a k: such that in the 
usual topology of R the set C& is dense in some open interval U. Pick 
any z E U and choose mo so large that z+ l/m E U and ma >k. 
Because %’ is a base for the open sets of X, for some ml > ?Q we have 
C(z, ml) E v’. Because Ck is dense in U, there exists a strictly increasing 
sequence (zR} which converges to z + l/m: such that x < xn and C(z,, k) E v’. 
The collection {C(z, ml)} u {C(zn, k)ln= 1, 2, . ..} has the finite intersection 
property. However the intersection of this collection is empty. It follows 
that X is not base-compact with respect to v’. 
REMARK. Because all members of g as well as %? are both open and 
closed, it also follows that X is regularly cocompact with respect to a, 
but not regularly cocompact with respect to any subcollection W’ of V 
which is a base. 
QUESTIONS. In connection with the Example we have the following 
questions, The space X in the Example is not metrizable. In case X is 
required to be metrizable the answer to the problem of the introduction 
is still open, even in the special case that X is the space of the irrationals. 
Does the problem in the last case have an affirmative answer? 
Another problem is the following. Let the points of the space Y be 
the same as the points of the space X in the Example. A base 9 for Y 
is defined as follows. 9 consists of all singletons {(x, l/n)} and the neigh- 
bourhoods D(x, m) of the points (x,0), x E R, m= 1,2, . .., where (y, l/n) E 
E D(x, m) if and only if n>m and x< ycx+ l/n. Is the space Y base- 
compact ? 
3. In this section we use the terminology of [l]. All spaces are assumed 
to be regular. In [l] it has been shown that for Moore spaces subcom- 
pactness is equivalent to the existence of a Rudin-complete development 
[l, Theorem 3.2.21. Our result concerning subcompactness, stated in 
Theorem 2, follows from the next theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose @WI is a Rudin-complete development of the 
Moore space X. If {9(n)} is a nested development of X, then there are 
subcollections V(n) of S(n), n= 1, 2, . . ., such that {9’(n)} is a Rudin- 
complete development of X. 
PROOF. For n=l, 2, . . . let 9J(2n- l)=%(n) and 9?(2n) =9?(n). Be- 
cause the developments {Z(n)> and {9(n)} are nested, the collections 
g(n) are bases. According to [l, Lemma 3.2.41 for each n there is a well- 
ordered subcollection g’(n) of 99(n) such that the following holds: 
(i) sl(n) is a cover of X consisting of non-empty sets (n> 1); 
(ii) if, for each n and for each x E X, B(x, n) denotes the first element 
of g!‘(n) which contains x, then 
a) for each n and each Bo E 9’(n) there is an x E X such that Bo = B(x, n), 
b) for each n> 1, B(x,n+ij C B(x, n). 
For n=l, 2, . . . let d(n) =Z(2n). It is clear that {d(n)) is a develop- 
ment for X and that &(n+ 1) refines d(n). Let ‘Y(n) = u {&(k)lk>n), 
n= 1, 2, . . . . Then {g’(n)} is a nested development of X. We shall show 
that X is Rudin-complete with respect to 9’(n). As S’(n) C Y(n), the 
theorem then follows. In order to show that {g’(n)} is Rudin-complete, 
in view of [l, Lemma 3.1.41 it is sufficient to prove the following. If 
nl<n2< . . . and if, for each k, A,, E &(nk) and A,,,, C A,*:, then the 
collection 9 = {A,,lk > l} has a non-empty intersection. 
For each odd n let Bii be the first member of 9?‘(n) which contains 
some member of Y. We shall show that for odd n we have qz C Bi 
by showing that for some point x E X the sets Bh+z and Bh are, respectively, 
B(x, n+ 2) and B(x, n). Fix an odd n. Since 9’ is a decreasing collection, 
Bi and Bii+g both contain some member of 9, say Bm, where m is an 
even number and B, E g(m) = &(m/2). We may assume rn> n+ 3. Ac- 
cording to (ii, a) there is a point x E B, such that B,= B(x, m). 
We shall show Bk= Bi, where BG = B(x, n). As x E Bm C B:, we have 
Big Bk, where < denotes the well-ordering of a’(n). In view of (ii, b) 
we have B, C B:. Hence also Bk< Bi. The same argument shows that 
Bh+2= B(x, n+ 2). 
Because {Z(n)} is a Rudin-complete development of X, there is a point 
z in the intersection n {B&-Iln = 1, 2, . ..}. Suppose x 4 n 9. Then 
x $ B,, for some 1, so that for some odd no we have x E B& C X\&, 
because the collection (B& odd} is a neighbourhoodbase of x. 
By construction Bh, contains some set A,, so that A,, n A,,=@. But 
that is impossible. This proves that Y has a non-empty intersection. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose a Moore space X is subcompact with respect 
to a base 9’. If V is any base for X, then there exists a subcollection 
V’ of V such that X is subcompact with respect to the base %?I. 
PROOF. Let {Z’(n)> b e any nested development of X. For each n 
let P(n) = (HIH E g and H is contained in some member of &Y(n)} and 
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9(n) = {GIG E V and G is contained in some member of Z’(n)}. It is clear 
that both {.8?(n)} and {B(n)) are nested developments. Because X is 
subcompact with respect to a’, the development {s(n)} is Rudin-complete. 
In view of Theorem 1 for each n there is a subcollection 9’(n) of S(n) 
such that {S’(n)) is Rudin-complete. As in the proof of [l, Theorem 3.2.21 
it can be shown that u {B’(n)ln> l} contains a base v’ such that X is 
subcompact with respect to v’. 
REMARK. A result for Moore-complete developments which is similar 
to that for Rudin-complete developments, as stated in Theorem 1, is 
easily obtained. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose a Moore space X is countably tech-complete 
with respect to a sequence of bases {9?(n)>. If V is any base for X then 
for each n there exists a subcollection W(n) of V such that X is countably 
tech-complete with respect to (W(n)}. 
PROOF. Let {3?‘(n)} b e any nested development for X. Let a’(n) = 
= {B E a(n)@ is contained in some member of Z(n)}. Let Z(n) = 
= u {#(k)lkpn). As in the proof of [l, Theorem 3.2.11 it follows that 
{s(n)} is a Moore-complete development for X. Let S(n) = (G E VIG is 
contained in some member of Z(n)}. I n view of the remark above there 
are subcollections S’(n) of B(n) such that (Y(n)) is a Moore-complete 
development of X. Then X is countably tech-complete with respect to 
PWI. 
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